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41318 

Investigation notes at this sub-sinked phase; is dead as of like 90 years, and people are still trailing him 

in the present  

[Is male] 

Has a serious boyfriend / dad dressing as a woman; including wearing a wig 

Wears clothes that are considered not socially accepted form of weird even among the same sexuality 

population  

connected to cited: a.a. recovery 

was doing a substance that was illegal and likely was not alcohol [the substance misuse] 

associates with spiritual image of “Nephi”  

went to W.H.S. and lied about age by 30 years/mother is a woman who; puts other people [even people 

she doesn’t know] down in front of C.C. and lies about credentials [and also in public to their faces, uh 

both the put downs and credential embellishment] 

not immediately obvious but obvious soon enough, that  C.C. is / a / male [why, and how so.] 

Another “romantic” killing: 

boyfriend broke up with him: C.C.  and found a new life [how far did he get, the boyfriend, if not far 

based on his desire of distance from C.C., squeezing freedom can result in tertiary homicide of the one 

who is doing the squeezing; it’s like some type of entropy thing | \/] 

another dating partner killed C.C. [why?] 

 

[cues of investigation of c.c.’s murder and accompanying investigations result in repeated legal trouble, 

with false/ and by false authorities; at an escalated level and as compared to other investigations; for 

the investigators/ why and especially why as compared to other cases 
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One catch all: give yourself and your team expansive a general mundane irrelevant legal problem that’s 

made up as a cover and has no consequence, and see how the two groups: the legal trouble and the 

other investigations match or un-match up compared to C.C. homicide investigation[s]?] 

 

 

[Based on Triangle Analysis] 

Hypothesis a: even if deceased and or victim is gay  sexually/ romantically / only if the non-reformed 

crime of their victimization and or death were connected to that specifically: their sexuality,  does it 

result in escalation of false legal problems of investigator[s] and investigating groups 

Combat Strategy, start marginalizing gay populations while integrating them into “regular” functional 

society; examples of marginalize: 

Status quo non-hateful didactics of straight relationships 

and also of asexual non practicing regular sexual relationships [at this point, we haven’t much done 

anything here] 

 

 


